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U.S. stocks rose on Friday, propelled by robust gains from major technology

companies.
Review: U.S. stocks closed higher on Friday, driven by substantial gains from large technology companies,

propelling the indexes to a new peak following a shaky start to the year.

Outlook: Despite the Fed reluctance to confirm the conclusion of the rate hike cycle, their agreement to 'proceeds

carefully’ with rate-setting implies little upside to US rates from here. As a result, we anticipate the U.S. market will

remain robust, with the possibility of rate cuts in 2024.

European stocks closed lower on Friday as ECB officials resisted market 

expectations for interest rate cuts starting as soon as the spring
Review: The MSCI Europe Index fell 1.50% last week as ECB officials resisted market expectations for interest rate 

cuts starting as soon as the spring at the Davos summit.

Outlook: To counter speculation about imminent interest rate cuts, the ECB emphasized its commitment to

retaining borrowing costs at record highs, despite lower inflation projections. We believe that an extended pause at

this peak rate will continue to exert pressure on the Eurozone economy.

China equities closed lower last week
Review: The Shanghai Composite Index and Shenzhen Composite Index fell by 1.72% and 3.59% last week, 

respectively. This was primarily attributed to the central bank's recent decision to keep borrowing costs high, possibly 

disappointing international investors seeking more aggressive stimulus.

Outlook: While a soft rebound is expected for China’s property sector, a return to normalcy is not yet foreseen. 

Persistent challenges include unfinished homes, local government debts, and geopolitical risks. While 2024 risks 

seem milder than 2023, we remain cautiously optimistic about Chinese stocks in the near term.

Hang Seng Index fell last week
Review: Hang Seng Index fell 5.76% last week, primarily due to the central bank's recent decision to maintain high

borrowing costs, potentially disappointing international investors seeking more aggressive stimulus.

Outlook: Several obstacles to the economic recovery persist, including slower growth in China, tighter financial

conditions, and disruptions to global trade due to geopolitical tensions. We will continue to monitor the developments

over the coming months.

Global Bonds

FTSE World Government Bond fell last week
Review: FTSE World Government Bond Index fell 1.54% last week.

Outlook: The big question that arises is whether the current trend of flight to safety is warranted. Although central

banks are taking measures to tighten the economy due to concerns regarding inflation, the potential risks of a

global economic slowdown and the ongoing conflict on Russia/Ukraine and Israel/Hamas could significantly disrupt

the global economy. Investors should continue to closely monitor these developments over the coming months.

Both global high yield bond and EM bond fell last week
Review: The Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Bond Index recorded 0.66% losses, while Bloomberg Barclays EM

USD Aggregate Total Return Index recorded 0.77% losses.

Outlook: We expect the market to continue to price in the timing of the Fed’s tightening monetary policy, which will

limit EM bond market's rise. Bonds with good fundamentals and short maturities will reduce portfolio volatility.
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USD rose 0.87% last week
Review: The US Dollar Spot Index rose 0.87% last week despite investors remained optimistic that the Fed would

not raise interest rates further as the inflation is cooling.

Outlook: We believe there will be further weakness in the USD in the coming quarters, but the downward trajectory

is far from straightforward. Despite the fragility of global financial system has been exposed by recent banking crisis,

but subsequent financial mishaps may once again trigger a funding squeeze in USD demand.

Gold prices fell 0.96% last week
Review: Spot gold fell 0.96% last week to US$2,029.49/oz. While gold is considered an inflation hedge, higher

interest rates lift the opportunity cost of holding zero-yield bullion. However, gold prices are expected to hold firm

this quarter as investors seek refuge from recession and war risk.

Outlook: Gold can be used as a hedge against inflationary pressures and serve as a safe-haven asset amid

investors grappled with uncertainty around the geopolitical tensions and global economic slowdown.

U.S. WTI crude rose 1.00% last week
Review: U.S. WTI rose 1.00% last week to US$73.41/bbl as increasing number of investors began to recognize

the growing risk of supply shortages due to OPEC+ production cuts. Currently, investors remain very sensitized to

demand-supply shifts and also to OPEC+ signals as the latter’s output cuts can play a swing role in oil prices.

Outlook: While OPEC+ output cuts and geopolitical risks remain concerning factors that could potentially drive oil

prices up again, the growing global recession fears exert downward pressure on oil prices too. Therefore, we

maintain a neutral rating on crude oil.

Currencies

The Bloomberg commodity spot index fell last week
Review: The Bloomberg commodity spot index fell 1.13% last week, closing at 469.25.

Outlook: Inflation and geopolitical tensions continue to poses downside risks to the global economic recovery.

Investors need to remain cautious and monitor the developments in the coming months.

EUR fell against USD last week
Review: The EUR fell 0.48% against USD last week despite investors remained optimistic that the Fed would not

raise interest rates further as the inflation is cooling.

Outlook: While the EUR is not impervious to changes in interest rate expectations, we anticipate that the ECB is

likely to experience a less severe rate repricing compared to the Fed. Moreover, we expect inflation in the

Eurozone to be more structural than in the US, which could prompt the ECB to maintain higher interest rates for a

more extended period than the Fed. Therefore, we believe that the USD will continue to weaken against the EUR.
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